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Section 5A - Entity-Wide Security Assessment and Incident Response
This submission is: 
 A renewal 
A renewal
 An update to an existing registration  
An update to an existing registration 
A new registration                                       
A new registration
Date: 
Date
Kowalski, Matthew (CDC/OPHPR/DSAT) (CTR)
9.0.0.2.20120627.2.874785
1. This facility is: (check all that apply)
2. Does the entity have a security officer or other individual(s) identified to assist the RO in security matters?  .................
        If yes, does the security plan contain procedures for coordination between the RO and the entity's 
        security professionals?  ................................................................................................................................................
If there has been a break-in at the entity in the last three years, check yes. 
3. A threat assessment has been conducted:  .....................................................................................................................
       b. Has there been a break-in at the entity in the last three years?  ...............................................................................
       c. Have there been any direct threats against the entity or its scientists in the  last three years?  ...............................
       a. Were local law enforcement or federal agencies consulted in developing the threat assessment?  ........................
       d. Have there been protests at the entity in the last three years?  ................................................................................
	If yes to any of the above, describe below. 
4. Insider risk assessment
             a.  As a condition of granting unescorted access, the entity, or another organization on behalf of the entity, verifies (check all that apply):
             b. Does the entity have policies and procedures for self and peer reporting?  .............................................................
             c. Does the entity have additional requirements for personnel suitability to retain access to select agents or toxins? ..
5. Natural hazards
            a. Is the entity located in any of the following hazard zones?
            b. In the event of a natural disaster with warning, the entity will (check all that apply):
6. Are there electronic records and databases that would allow access to select agent and/or toxin?  ..........................       
        If yes, indicate the means to control access by completing a-f below:
	a. Is a stand-alone (non-networked) computer employed?  .........................................................................................
         b.  Are there external connections to systems that control security of the facility 
              (remote log in, work from home)?  ...........................................................................................................................
              c.  Is access to files or equipment containing select agent and/or toxin related information 
             granted to users only when necessary to fulfill their roles and responsibilities?  .....................................................
         d.  Is user access modified when roles and responsibilities change or when their access
              to select agent and/or toxin is suspended or revoked?  ..........................................................................................
	e.  Are user-based passwords employed? ...................................................................................................................
	f.  Are anti-virus and anti-malware programs employed?  ............................................................................................
7.  Shipping/Receiving
	a. Does the entity have a centralized receiving area?  ................................................................................................
         b. Are all personnel who ship or receive select agent and/or toxin shipments
             Security Risk Assessment (SRA) approved?  .........................................................................................................
         c. Are select agent and/or toxin shipments stored in a registered and secured
            area prior to distribution to the Principal Investigators (PIs)?  ...................................................................................
8. Does the entity transport select agent and/or toxin outside of registered area(s)?  .........................................................             
        If yes, does the security plan address transport of select agent and/or toxin material
	a. through non-registered areas?  ................................................................................................................................
	b. during intra-entity transfers using chain of custody documentation?  ......................................................................
9. Has a response time for local law, guard force or other designated responders been determined?  ...............................
10. Is permission required to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours?  .................................... 
            If yes, who grants permission?
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	Check if this submission is a new registration. : Off
	Enter the date the document is being submitted.: 
	Enter the entity's name as it appears in Section 1. : 
	Check if the facility is rented or leased.: 0
	Check if none of the classifications describe your facility. : 0
	Check if the facility is entity owned.: 0
	Check if the facility is government owned.: 0
	If other, describe the facility type. : 
	If permission to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours is granted, check yes.: 
	If permission to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours is not granted, check no.: 
	If the security plan contains procedures for coordination between the RO and the entity's security personnel, check yes. : 
	If yes to any of the above questions, provide a description of the events. : 
	Check if the entity, or another organization on behalf of the entity, verifies educational background as a condition of granting unescorted access.: 0
	Check if the entity, or another organization on behalf of the entity, verifies previous work references as a condition of granting unescorted access.: 0
	Check if the entity, or another organization on behalf of the entity, verifies criminal history as a condition of granting unescorted access.: 0
	Check if measures other than those listed above are used by the entity, or another organization on behalf of the entity, to grant unescorted access.: 0
	If other, enter the measures used by the entity, or another organization on behalf of the entity, to grant unescorted access. : 
	Check if the entity has not conducted an insider threat assessment. : 0
	Check if the entity is located in a flood zone.: 0
	Check if the entity is located in a hurricane zone.: 0
	Check if the entity is located in a tornado zone.: 0
	Select if the entity is located in another hazard zone not identified above.: 0
	Check if the entity is located in an earthquake zone as defined by USGS.: 0
	Check if the entity is located in a wildfire zone. : 0
	Check if the entity is located in a tsunami zone. : 0
	If other, enter the additional hazard zone(s) and a description of the hazard zone(s) where the entity is located.: 
	Check if the entity will secure the select agent and/or toxin in place in the event of a natural disaster with warning. : 0
	Check if the entity will transfer the select agent and/or toxin to an alternate registered location or entity in the event of a natural disaster with warning.: 0
	Check if the entity will destroy the select agent and/or toxin in the event of a natural disaster with warning.: 0
	Check if other action(s) will be taken in the event of a natural disaster with warning.: 0
	If other, indicate what actions, with respect to select agents and/or toxins, will be performed in the event of a natural disaster with warning.: 
	Check if the RO/ARO grants permission to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours.: 0
	Check if the PI grants permission to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours.: 0
	Check if other personnel grant permission to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours.: 0
	If other personnel grant permission to conduct select agent and/or toxin work after established work hours, provide the title of the personnel. Specific names of personnel are not required.: 
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